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Abstract—New methods of presenting the artifacts of our
cultural heritage are developing in a changing world, and
professionals need to adapt to these changes. This also calls for
new ways of raising the interest of children and young adults
in their cultural heritage because they are next in line to carry
out high-quality preservation efforts. Serious games have been
proven to be a source of enjoyment and, if well-made, are a
powerful tool to communicate knowledge. We can see that the
use of serious games to support cultural heritage purposes has
received less attention in research. To fill this gap our paper
investigates the usage of serious games for cultural issues. We
developed the online serious game ThIATRO that immerses the
player into an exhibition and helps students learn about art
history. Its playful approach not only increases motivation to
learn but also raises interest in art history and cultural heritage
in general. We provide an overview of our design ideas and
summarize the results of evaluations conducted with a group of
14-year-old pupils in classroom environment.
Keywords—Serious heritage game; Art history; 3D learning environment; Cultural heritage

I. I NTRODUCTION - G AMES AND C ULTURE
Games have become an integral part of today’s culture. In
his groundbreaking study from 1930, “Homo Ludens”, Dutch
cultural theorist Johan Huizinga noted that play is “an essential
component of all human culture and its nature of content is
directly linked to war, poetry, art, religion, and other cultural
elements” [1]. Especially among those, who grew up with
digital media, virtual worlds and video games are as much a
part of our contemporary culture as books and movies. Mark
Prensky refers to this generation as digital natives [2], who see
computers as a friend that supports their daily lives. According
to the Entertainment Software Association, the average game
player in 2011 is 37 years old and has been playing games for
12 years [3]. Globally, gaming is big business, with a market
worth an estimated $50 billion in 2011 and a demographically
diverse audience with an even gender split [4]. To illustrate the
importance of video games to our younger generation, game
designer and games researcher Jane McGonigal noted that the
average person today, in a strong gamer culture, will have
spent 10.000 hours gaming by the age of 21. For children in
the USA, this is the exact amount of time you will spend in
school from 5th grade to high school graduation if you have
perfect attendance [5].
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It is well known that games are a powerful learning medium.
James Paul Gee [6] posed the compelling question: “Why
are young people willing to put so much time and effort
into learning to play extremely complex video games?”.
Accordingly to Gee, the answer must be found in the good
principles of learning built into its design. Most digital gamebased learning applications cover traditional topics such as
biology, chemistry or physics that benefit from the visual
power of 3D virtual worlds. The so called serious games
denote a novel phenomenon that investigate games with a
purpose other than pure entertainment. In contrast with typical
learning games, serious games widen the thematic range and
cover topics outside of traditional education. Over the last
years, many topics have been covered within serious games,
such as therapy, medicine or military issues. Unfortunately, the
area of of cultural heritage and games was widely untouched
by researchers so far. According to Anderson et al. [7] the
widespread use of “gaming for leisure purposes has been well
documented, the use of games to support cultural heritage
purposes, such as historical teaching and learning, or for
enhancing museum visits, has been less well considered.” The
authors coined the term serious heritage games to denote a
novel approach to augment virtual heritage applications with
challenging and motivating game elements.
According to Salen and Zimmerman, games are capable of
reflecting culture because they are objects produced and played
within culture at large [8]. Our research takes this statement
as basis to investigate how game design can influence our
views on culture itself. Digital media have the power to
foster the understanding of our cultural heritage in ways
that written text or images will never achieve. The advances
in computer graphics enabled researchers around the world
to reconstruct ancient places, revive lost cultures or digitize
precious artworks. Virtual heritage projects (works dealing
with information and communication technologies and cultural
heritage) blaze new trails for knowledge communication by
making use of 3D modeling techniques, graphics and animations to breathe life into historic sites. And with the popularity
of digital games we are facing next steps to communicate our
heritage to a curious generation - a generation that is next
in line to carry out high-quality preservation efforts. In order
to pass on cultural heritage artifacts to later generations, we
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must take precautions in the present to guarantee high-quality
preservation. Otherwise we are running risk of losing precious
cultural assets.
In this paper, we present the online learning game ThIATRO, which helps students learn art history. Its playful
approach not only increases motivation to learn but also raises
interest in art history and cultural heritage in general. By
recreating 3D virtual museums, we immerse the player into
an exhibition and thus raise the curiosity to engage with art
and to create a persistent idea of art historical concepts. Our
work provides tools for classroom use and general tools for
everyone who wants to gain knowledge in the area of art
history. ThIATRO seeks to accomplish the following:
• combine learning and fun in an immersive 3D environment to make the communication of art-historical facts
more entertaining,
• create a game-like environment that fosters a lively learning experience as an incidental consequence of the game
activity,
• raise interest in art history, culture and cultural heritage.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In the
next section, we deal with our motivation for making a serious
game about art history. Chapter 2 presents Related Work on
serious heritage games. In Chapter 3, we outline the design
ideas and implementation of the ThIATRO project. Section
4 describes the evaluation and presents a discussion of the
results. We conclude with a discussion and directions for future
work.
A. Motivation - The case of Art History
When browsing through online and mobile games dealing
with cultural heritage, especially art-historical content, we
can see that most applications are simple memory games,
puzzles or quizzes that check the learner’s knowledge on a
very basic level1 . These games are limited to teaching about
the connections between an artist and his/her associated works
of art. Instead, the focus of development should be directed
towards the development of games that compel the player
to think about, organize and use information in ways that
encourage active construction of knowledge and deepen art
appreciation.
Pupils normally come into contact with art history in school
for the first time. The curriculum for art classes in Austrias
grammar schools includes two central teaching aims: to foster
the abilities in visual/applied arts and to raise the interest in
art history and contemporary culture. Considering that art education is a compulsory subject until the 6th grade in Austrian
grammar schools (when pupils are 16 years on average) and
from that moment on an elective subject, important fields of
art history are often only touched peripherally. In addition,
a major part of the teaching time is focused on learning
practical crafts (such as painting techniques) and theories
about aesthetics and chromatics. Matters are aggravated by
1 see for examples the iPhone/iPad applications Art Museum, Art Puzzle or
Art Quiz for iPad

the fact that art historical information per se can be tedious to
communicate, especially when it just concentrates on teaching
artists names, artworks and their corresponding era of art. It is
of great significance to create games that support teachers in
designing motivating learning scenarios in class that provide
for a playful introduction into the subject matter and foster a
lively and persistent knowledge transfer.
A major incentive for us to make ThIATRO is grounded
on James Paul Gees idea of “semiotic domains”. A semiotic
domain means “a sector of social life that isolates itself by
means of communication and the symbols that are used” (such
as language, writing or signs) [6]. Art history is a very good
example of a semiotic domain. When an art expert describes a
painting, she uses a language that differs a lot form common
everyday speech or the language of lay persons (in matters
of art history). Only people, who are acquainted with the
scientific field of art history (people who are “socialized”
in the field), are able to understand their language with all
its subtleties. In order to successfully teach a topic, so Gee,
learners have to be introduced, and therefore socialized in the
corresponding semiotic domain. And this is exactly one goal
of ThIATRO: to socialize its players in the semiotic domain
of art history. In the long run, the player becomes a part
of the same “affinity group” of art historians. According to
Gee, this socialization process stands at the beginning of every
successful computer game, an analogue process is completely
missing in traditional classroom teaching. For this reason,
ThIATRO is intended to be used by art teachers as a gentle
starting point to communicate some basic concepts to socialize
its players in the semiotic domain of art history.
These observation led us to the development of the 3D online learning game ThIATRO that aims at teaching the player
to examine and understand paintings instead of communicating
hard facts. Learning occurs as an incidental consequence of the
game activity, also called stealth learning [9].
II. R ELATED W ORK
In their 2010 paper, Anderson et al. [7] investigated the
usage of (serious) games for cultural heritage purposes. Their
state-of-the-art report on, what they call, serious heritage
games covers theories, methods and technologies used by
developers. The authors divide the field into the categories
(1) prototypes and demonstrators, (2) virtual museums and (3)
commercial historical games. “The Virtual Egyptian Temple”
is among the best-known scientific projects in the category
prototypes and demonstrators. Jacobson and Holden [65] presented a realistic 3D model of an ancient temple for educational use to understand ancient Egyptian culture. The Virtual
Egyptian Temple project embodies all of the key features of
a typical New Kingdom period Egyptian temple in a manner
that an untrained audience can understand. Christopoulos et
al. [22] describe a more recent approach of a virtual reality exhibit implemented for the museum of Thermopylae
located at the site of the original battle. The authors used
storytelling techniques and principles of modern video games
to disseminate historical knowledge about the battle and the
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associated legends. CGI movies and an interactive game (C++
and OpenGL) support the creation of an immersive experience
teaching ancient history.
Games that deal with cultural heritage are a modern phenomenon and often appear in the form of museum games.
These games are either integrated into an existing exhibition
(on-site), or self-contained version of an on-line museum.
One example for a self-contained museum is presented by
Fominykh et al. [36]. The project deals with contemporary
cultural heritage and presents the 3D Virtual Environment for
Learning Arts (VELA). VELA is a 3D environment where
users, represented by 3D avatars, can learn art by traveling
through European cities, visiting art exhibitions, galleries,
artists studios and interact with agents/bots to get information.
Scenes of VELA resemble real cities with corresponding
elements (houses, streets) and interiors though without direct
correspondence to their physical counterparts. Most recent
projects deal with museum games that are directly integrated
into modern social networking platforms. According to Goins
[10], those games fit into the constructivist concept of learning
by actively engaging the participant in the learning process.
The same author developed the Facebook game MyMuseum.
MyMuseum is a resource management game that allows large
numbers of players to experience and learn about museum
objects. Players are able to create their own gallery space by
buying furniture and digitized objects from the Smithsonian
Museum of American Arts collection.
Commercial serious heritage games are sometimes placed
in a historical setting and thus obtain the status of a game with
learning purpose [7]. Well known examples are the “Playing
History” game series2 , “Great Battle of Rome” (Slitherine
Strategies 2007), or (perhaps the most successful representatives of this type of historical games) Creative Assembly’s
“Total War” series.
III. T H IATRO - A N A RT H ISTORY L EARNING G AME
The projects from the previous Section share the same goal:
to raise the audiences’ interest in culture and cultural heritage.
Our approach aims at teaching the player to examine and
understand paintings instead of teaching hard facts. ThIATRO
immerses the player into a virtual 3D exhibition and raises
motivation by creating a meaningful learning environment for
art historical concepts. It is intended to be used by art teachers
as a gentle starting point to communicate the basic concepts of
art history. ThIATRO is a treasure hunt game about art history
that can be played online in the web browser. Alternatively we
offer a 23MB download package for offline playing3 .
The games plot allows the player to slip into the role of a
museum curator. In a fictive town resembling the inner districts
of Vienna, we placed four museums that exhibit different
paintings. Each museum focuses on a specific era or subject
matter, as indicated by a banner on the outside of the museum
(e.g., “The Art of Baroque” or “Religious Art”, see Figure
2 http://www.playinghistory.eu/
3 www.thiatro.info

Figure 1. The 3D world of ThIATRO and a virtual museum showing Baroque
art.

Figure 2.

A virtual museum exhibiting paintings in ThIATRO.

1). In each level, the player must search for paintings in the
four museums to fulfill the task of arranging an exhibition
around an art-historical concept. Collecting paintings happens
by approaching a certain artwork and pressing a key to take
the picture. The painting then appears as a thumbnail in the
progress bar at the top left corner of the GUI (Figure 2) and
as real-size version in our own museum. At the end of the
level, the player can examine her own collection, together
with metadata about the paintings she has collected. The first
level does not assume any art-historical knowledge. Instead, it
makes the player deal with art and its genres in a beginnerfriendly way. Paintings in art history are traditionally divided
into five categories: portraits, landscapes, still-lifes, history or
religious paintings and genre scenes. In level one, the player
collects one example from each category. As soon as she has
brought the paintings together, she is directed back to her own
museum to inspect her personal exhibition. The player learns
(from level to level): genres in art history, iconography, famous
topics in art, composition and perspective, eras of art history
(from the Middle Ages to the Baroque), facts about lighting
and shading and, finally, how to use the information learned
in previous levels to identify a specific painter or artistic era.
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A. 3D Learning Environments for Art History
Using 3D environments for the communication of knowledge within a computer game is a design decision that has to be
carefully considered. 3D adds a range of difficulties: first of all,
it is more challenging to control within 3D space. Untrained
users need to pay attention to the navigation and this could
result in losing ones focus in the learning content. Poor screen
resolutions and higher hardware resolutions (in comparison to
2D) additionally argue against the usage of 3D. Despite these
known issues, Hedberg and Dalgarno [11], [12] highlight the
ability of 3D virtual environments to situate the learning within
a meaningful context to a much greater extent than traditional
interactive multi-media environments. In the case of an art
history learning game, we want to immerse the player into an
exhibition by recreating 3D virtual museums. The game temps
to awaken the feeling of standing in a real-world exhibition.
We belief that this 3D approach raises the curiosity to engage
with art and thus creates a lively and persistent idea of art
historical concepts in the players minds. ThIATRO allows
for the creation of personal collections of paintings and lets
the player capture the experience of walking through an own
(virtual) museum. The player can see, how paintings influence
the atmosphere of a room. Of course, a game can never fully
reproduce the impression of a real-world exhibition, but it still
can produce some kind of “placeness”. By now, ThIATRO
exclusively deals with 2D artworks (paintings). For future
work, it will be interesting to integrate 3D artworks (like
sculptures or architecture) in the game and thus fully exploit
the possibilities of an additional dimension.
B. Design of ThIATRO
The ThIATRO player is able to explore and manipulate
the virtual environment and view art galleries in the museum
buildings. Following constructivist learning theory, learning
content is embedded in context; the learner has to actively
deal with it to advance in the game. The most central tenet
of constructivism is that learners should be engaged in active exploration, they should be intrinsically motivated, and
they should develop an understanding of a domain through
challenging and enjoyable problem-solving activities [13]. As
explained by J. P. Gee, the player probes the virtual world,
forms hypotheses about what something might mean in a
usefully situated way and then reprobes the world with that
hypothesis in mind, seeing what effect he or she gets. The
player treats this effect as feedback from the world and
accepts or rethinks his or her original hypothesis [6]. ThIATRO
provides a game area of approximately 250 x 200 meters that
is freely accessible. The core mechanics can be summarized
as follows:
•
•
•

Probing the virtual world by means of looking around
(mouse movement), and moving (cursor or WASD keys).
Investigating and comparing artworks according to certain tasks.
Recalling knowledge from previous levels to fulfill these
tasks.

The rules of the game are straight-forward. In order to finish
a level, five paintings that fulfill the assigned task have to
be collected. 10 points are assigned for a correct choice, 5
points are subtracted for a wrong choice. As soon as the task
is fulfilled, the player returns to her own museum and enters
the next level.
In addition, we organize the material into small and comprehensible chunks to avoid overwhelming the player with
information. Each museum in the game shows a predefined
set of paintings that stay the same at every level. In our first
user study with a small test group, we observed that by level
four, players noted that certain paintings could be found in
the Renaissance museum, without previous knowledge of the
art-historical era of the Renaissance. At level six, they went
directly to the Baroque museum to complete their painting
selections. This finding indicates that the player learns to
establish a connection between the task and the artwork’s
location and confirms the function of collateral learning.
The space between the virtual museums was augmented
with the well-known game design concept of power-ups.
Power-ups are objects that instantly benefit or add extra
abilities to a game character. In ThIATRO, these objects are
scattered randomly around the map and appear/disappear at intervals of 30 seconds. In the current version we have designed
two types of power-ups. The first one provides the player
with some additional information on the searched painting.
The second one reveals the targets position by showing a veil
of color in front of the paintings for ten seconds (see Figure
3).
When designing the controls and user interface, we adhere
closely to the conventions of common 3D games to make
it easy to get started. The avatar is controlled from a firstperson perspective by using the mouse and the WASD keys.
For players who have never navigated an avatar in a game
before, we offer a simplified control scheme that deactivates
the mouse look and allows avatars to walk around simply by
pressing the cursor keys.
C. Technical Background and Data Source
To become acquainted with commercial game engines is
a time-consuming process. In addition, most high-end game
engines are very expensive. One goal of this project is to
demonstrate that state-of-the-art learning games can be implemented with no (or few) expenditures on the core technologies.
Thus, we sought a low-cost game engine that would fulfill
all of our needs. We chose to implement the game in Unity
Game Engine4 . All 3D models were designed with Google
SketchUp5 . Both tools are free (in their basic versions) and
allow quick and easy implementation of a first prototype.
We wanted to create a state-of-the-art 3D game that runs in
the user’s browser window to make it widely available. For that
reason, we had to keep the polygon count as low as possible
while nevertheless giving the game a unique and appealing
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4 http://www.unity3d.com/
5 http://www.googlesketchup.com/

IV. E VALUATION

Figure 3. Left: A power-up in front of the player, right: a veil of color
revealing the position of the searched paintings.

Figure 4.
SketchUp

A screenshot of the final low-polygon 3D model from Google

visual style. We started by taking pictures of typical Viennese
house fronts. The horizontal perspective and distortion were
then corrected to obtain useful textures for the 3D model in
SketchUp. In the current version, we use no more than ten
different house-textures to guarantee that the 3D environment
loads quickly and still looks diversified. A screenshot of the
final low-polygon 3D model is depicted in Figure 4. We only
modeled those parts of the virtual city that are actually visible
to the player in order to avoid a loss of performance. The
3D model of this fictitious city was then imported to Unity
Game Engine, which provides functionality for the online
architecture and gameplay elements. Lanterns, tunnels and
point light sources were added to the level to create a special
atmosphere.
ThIATRO can be viewed as an art museum that displays artwork in a hands-on manner. We chose to use the Web Gallery
of Art6 as a well-known data source of classic paintings for our
in-game museums. This data collection features information on
approximately 18,000 different works of art by approximately
2,200 (mostly European) artists. It covers the period between
approximately 1100 and 1850. For our game, we chose 40
classical paintings that in their entirety incorporate typical
characteristics of the important art historical ages from Middle
Ages to Baroque. The artworks from the WGA underly the
same protective regulations for intellectual property like any
other intellectual work. The copyright ends 70 years or less
after the death of the creator. In the case for ThIATRO,
copyrights for the works in the WGA have already expired
and thus are publicly available and free to use by anyone.
6 http://www.wga.hu/

As soon as the first prototype of the game was finished, we
published it on our website, announced it on social networking
platforms and asked users to provide us with feedback on
usability, game design and possible bugs. We met with art historians to discuss their opinions of the game. They advised us
not to presuppose any knowledge and to slowly familiarize the
player with art-historical concepts. In addition, we organized
test sessions following the “think-aloud” approach. We asked
the players to immediately verbalize every thought that crosses
her mind during playing ThIATRO. Some players complained
about becoming lost in the 3D world and being unable to find
the way to the virtual museum. We addressed this problem by
integrating a mini-map into the GUI. Others found it annoying
that the distances between the museums were long and the
space between them was unused. This complaint inspired
the idea of augmenting the levels empty space with powerups. The main point of critique was the difficulty those who
had never played a 3D game before had with navigation. In
response, we developed the simplified control scheme that
deactivates the mouse look and allows for walking around by
pressing the cursor keys. This step clearly made it easier for
inexperienced players to cope with the controls. Altogether,
initial feedback from the community was very positive. The
users mainly praised the graphics and the fact that the game
can be played directly in the browser window.
After revising the major points of critique provided by the
community and the test-players, ThIATRO was ready for an
extensive evaluation. Since the game is intended to be used by
art teachers as a gentle starting point to art historical concepts,
the evaluation was conducted in classroom environment. There
are two prevalent approaches to analyzing the effectiveness
of serious games. The first one makes use of pre- and posttest results to determine learning success. A more extensive
approach splits the test group into an experimental group
that plays the game and a control group that is taught using
prevalent methods, such as classroom discussion. General
questionnaires are used to collect impressions of the strengths
and weaknesses in the game design and usability. We decided
to choose the control group/experimental group approach
for this artifact because we wanted to observe the game
in direct comparison with prevalent teaching methods. The
evaluation was conducted in April 2011 at the “Europagymnasium Baumgartenberg”, an Austrian middle school. Twenty
14-year-old students participated in the test session. Before
the classroom evaluation, we conducted a test run with a
group of 15 computer science students in the context of a
lecture on cultural heritage informatics at Vienna University
of Technology to ensure that the following approach fits into a
two-hour timeframe. Note that the results of this pre-evaluation
cannot be directly compared to the final evaluation in school
environment since the game was still in development then.
Nevertheless, the results of this “pre-evaluation” provided
some valuable feedback.
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A. Methodology
The class was split randomly into an experimental group
that played ThIATRO and a control group, which was taught
the same content by their classroom teacher. In order to gain
insight into the learning success of ThIATRO, we had to check
the art-historical knowledge of the pupils before and after
playing the game as well as before and after the teaching
session. Asking art-historical facts (such as “Which artist
painted this picture?” or “When was it painted?”) would not
have led to the desired results because the game does not
communicate hard facts. In fact, ThIATRO teaches players
to read and understand paintings and thus changes the way
they perceive art. To successfully evaluate the game, we had
to find ways to measure the participants perceptions of art
before and after the test session. An appropriate model was
proposed by [14]. The “Stages of Aesthetic Development”
provide a method of determining how a person feels about art
and how to measure this response. According to this method,
people are asked what comes to their minds when seeing a
certain painting. Each idea, association, pause and observation
is transcribed and analyzed, and the interview is then classified
according to the five Aesthetic Stages. To clarify this approach,
let us examine Picassos Girl Before a Mirror7 :
• Stage 1: Viewers are list-makers and storytellers. They
make simple, concrete observations. In Picasso’s painting,
a Stage 1 viewer may say: “I see lines, ovals and squares”
or “The wallpaper is beautiful.”
• Stage 2: Observations include the knowledge of the
natural world and the values of their social and moral
world. (“The hair on the first person is blond, and that
is true, but there is no such thing as a purple face.”)
• Stage 3: Viewers start identifying the work by artist,
school, style, time and provenance. (“This one could be
by Picasso.”)
• Stage 4: Viewers allow the meaning of the work, its
symbols, emerge. (“The color red is a symbol for aggression.”)
• Stage 5: Viewers have established a long history of
viewing and reflecting about art. (“I remember, when I
first looked at this painting years ago...”)
Each Aesthetic Stage is characterized by a knowable set
of interrelated attributes. We decided to use the Aesthetic
Stage model for our evaluation because it provides a reliable
method of measuring a participants perception of art. The
hypothesis tested in the evaluation can be summarized as
follows: ThIATRO changes the players aesthetic response and
allows her to perceive art on a deeper level. To gain insight into
the pupils Aesthetic Stage of art perception, we asked them to
look at three paintings before and after the test sessions. Due
to time constraints during the evaluation, it was not possible to
conduct extensive interviews with every participant. Instead,
we asked them to write down whatever came to their mind
and to assign keywords to each painting. Each keyword, or tag,
was then classified according to the Aesthetic Stages presented
7 See

http://www.moma.org/explore/collection/index for the painting

Figure 5. The experimental group playing ThIATRO at “Europagymnasium
Baumgartenberg”.

above. As an example, tags like “clouds”, woman or trees
are simple, concrete observations. The viewers are list-makers
(Stage 1). By tagging a painting with the term permanent
learning the viewer brings some personal feeling into her
observation and thus reaches Aesthetic Stage 2. Observations
like “vanishing point”, “color perspective” and “Hieronymus”
assume some art historical knowledge that goes beyond simple
observations. Viewers start identifying the work by artist,
school, style, time and provenance and thus reach Stage 3.
Note that Aesthetic Stages 4 and 5 were not relevant for the
evaluation because they suppose a longer history of viewing
and reflecting about art that cannot be expected by 14-years old
pupils. The two groups results were then compared to investigate the changes in aesthetic response. The evaluation itself
was carried out in five steps. A pre-questionnaire collected
demographic data and information about general interests in
art history and computer gaming habits. Afterwards, students
were asked to assign tags to three paintings, ranging from the
Middle Ages to the Baroque period. The class was then split
up randomly into an experimental group that played ThIATRO
and a control group that discussed the same learning content
with a classroom teacher. After a 30-minute playing/teaching
session, another set of paintings was described by the students
(paintings that did not appear in the game/discussion), and a
final questionnaire was taken. The evaluation took two hours
altogether.
B. Results of Pre-Questionnaire
A total of 20 pupils participated in the evaluation, eight
males and twelve females. On average, they were 14 years
old. Most of them spend between one and three hours per day
in front of the computer. More than two-thirds of them play
computer games on a daily basis or even several times a day,
mainly on PCs, consoles or mobile phones. Almost none of
the participants play card or board games. Sixteen students
consider themselves beginner or advanced video gamers, and
four consider themselves experts. We asked them whether
they considered learning games as interesting as conventional
games and the results were, according to our expectations,
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quite low (mean (M) = 2.75; standard deviation (SD) = 0.85,
assuming that 1 is totally disagree and 5 is totally agree).
The misconception remains that learning games can never be
fun. As [13] state, people tend to perceive games that are not
primarily targeted at entertainment as boring. On the other
hand, most of the students do believe that games are a good
tool for communicating knowledge (M = 3.45; SD = 0.89). In
general, the students share a moderate interest in art history
(M = 2.65; SD = 1.18), and only five of them enjoy visiting
museums (M = 2.7; SD = 1.13).
C. Results of Post-Questionnaire
After a 30-minute gaming/teaching session, both groups
filled out another questionnaire to evaluate their overall satisfaction with the tested learning methods. We asked them
if they enjoyed playing the game or discussing the paintings
with their teacher. The experimental group (playing ThIATRO)
rated the level of fun very high with a mean value of 4.60
(SD = 0.52). Unsurprisingly, the results for the control group
were a bit lower, with an average of 3.90 (SD = 0.74). This
finding indicates that we successfully integrated elements of
fun into the game. The usefulness of teaching art history
within games (M = 4.20; SD = 0.92), or alternatively with
discussion of paintings (M = 4.30; SD = 0.48), was rated high
by both groups. In other words, the students accepted both
teaching approaches. The most successful learning games aim
to motivate the learner for a long time, even at home in their
spare time. We asked both groups whether they would continue
learning about art history. Pupils from the control group did
not show great interest in continuing to deal with the subject
area (M = 2.2; SD = 0.79). ThIATRO received a considerably
higher score with an average of 3.90 (SD = 0.57). Eight of ten
students stated that they would play the game at home again.
The game also did a better job of raising the students interest
in art history in general. The experimental group reached an
average value of 3.5 (SD = 0.71, control group: M = 3.0; SD
= 1.05). We can see that the standard deviation in the last
question was comparatively high and that the values diverged
a great deal. Some pupils said they were simply not interested
in art history and that the game did not change their attitude.
Others felt highly incentivized to keep on working with art
history and rated this question very high. In general remarks
about ThIATRO, the pupils positively highlighted the graphics,
the controls and the fact that the game can be played directly
in the browser window without any noticeable lags. Negative
remarks concerned the absence of multiplayer functionality.
Some participants said it was a bit boring to explore the 3D
world alone.
D. Results of Tagging the Paintings
In order to test our hypothesis that ThIATRO changes a
players aesthetic response, allowing a person to perceive art
on a deeper level, we asked the students to assign tags to
three paintings before and after the playing/discussion session.
We simply told them to write down whatever came to mind
when viewing a specific painting, optimally as catchwords or

Figure 6.
post 2.32

Tagging results of the Control Group, average pre: 1.29, average

Figure 7. Tagging results of the Experimental Group, average pre: 1.18,
average post 2.30

sentences. Afterwards, each tag was assigned to its associated
Aesthetic Stage. Before the learning sessions, most of the tags
were simple, explicit observations of Aesthetic Stage 1, such
as “woman”, “book” or “halo”. As Housen [14] states, most
adults seldom score above Stage 2, and this is exactly what
we saw in our evaluation because scarcely anyone reached
Stage 3. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the results for the control
group and the experimental group in detail. For example, the
students from the control group assigned 97 tags of Aesthetic
Stage 1, 30 of Stage 2 and only one of Stage 3 before the
30-minute learning session. Again, note that Aesthetic Stages
4 and 5 were not relevant for the evaluation because they
suppose a longer history of viewing and reflecting about art.
We then calculated the mean for all tags to obtain an average
value of the overall Aesthetic Stage of the class. Before the
learning session, the control group reached a value of 1.29, and
members of the experimental group had an average of 1.18.
Thus, both groups assigned tags on a basic level, primarily
writing down what they saw and how they felt about art. After
the 30-minute learning sessions, we can see a clear shift to
Stage 3 observations from both teaching approaches.
The pupils started to identify the works by artists, schools,
time and subject. For example, St. Jerome, a popular motif
in Christian art, was recognized by the attributes with which
he is most frequently depicted: a skull, a bible and a lion.
Knowledge of the iconography made students observe dif-
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ferent details in the paintings. If we compare both groups
results, we can see that they are nearly the same: the control
group with an average of 2.32 and the experimental group with
2.30. Therefore, both approaches change a persons aesthetic
response and allow him/her to perceive art on a deeper level.
Neither of the teaching methods shows a significant advantage
in communicating knowledge.
E. Discussion
ThIATRO did not show significant advantages in knowledge
communication in comparison with prevalent teaching methods. However, it has the potential to continuously motivate a
younger generation to deal with the topic on a user-friendly
level. Most students rated the level of fun very high and stated
that they would play the game at home again. As a result
of playing ThIATRO, many students felt highly incentivized
to keep on working with art history, even outside of classroom environment. The post-questionnaire results show that
ThIATRO may inspire learners to work with art history and
cultural heritage at home, even in their spare time, and this
is exactly the strength of digital game-based learning. Eight
of ten students stated that they would play the game at home
again. The game also does a better job of raising interest in
art history than formal teaching and some pupils felt highly
incentivized to keep on working with art history. There is
enormous potential in innovative online games that combine
entertainment and learning content. The goal is to shake off
the bad associations that many users have developed with
poorly designed learning games in earlier times. Exclusive
game playing in classrooms is not the solution; games will
never replace teachers and the novelty effects of 3D virtual
learning environments will wear off. However, games are good
tools to motivate young people to deal with topics outside of
their spheres of interest.
V. S UMMARY AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we presented the online learning game ThIATRO that immerses the player into an exhibition and helps
students learn about art history. This playful approach not
only increases motivation to learn but also raises interest
in art history and cultural heritage in general. Our work
provides tools for teachers to use in classrooms and general
tools for everyone who wants to gain knowledge in the area
of cultural heritage. We presented our design ideas and the
implementation process in detail and provided some helpful
guidelines for the design of Serious Games in this field of
research. The evaluation showed that ThIATRO changes its
players aesthetic responses, allowing them to perceive art on
a deeper level.
By now, ThIATRO exclusively deals with 2D artworks
(paintings). For future work, it will be interesting to integrate
3D artworks (like sculptures or architecture) in the game and
thus fully exploit the possibilities of the 3D virtual environment. Future plans include integrating multiplayer functionality and an online tool that allows dynamic content to be
created to fulfill dynamic learning goals. In addition, we plan

to conduct longer test-sessions with school children to see,
if the game is capable of grabbing the player’s attention for
hours. Perhaps the most important open issue in this thesis
is to check the impact on long-time knowledge. In his book
“Serious Games” Clark C. Abt already deals with games with
a purpose other than pure entertainment in 1970. He says, “it
is all about the creation of long-term knowledge that perhaps
in ten years will still be remembered - knowledge and insights
that, in the future course, lead to much better decisions in life”
[15]. Game have the power to create this kind of long-time
knowledge by connecting the learning content with meaningful
actions. In order to investigate long-term impact of ThIATRO,
it would be of great interest to repeat the test again after
one year, or even later on. In order to find new methods of
presenting the artifacts of our cultural heritage to a younger
generation it will be important to keep on investigating the
possibilities of digital game-based learning and serious games
in the domain.
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